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Linda Haltmaier’s poems capture moments in time, fleeting and beautiful
as a hummingbird’s flight. At the same time, a comic flare emerges when
she invites an old friend whose belly has gone “slack like a Buddha in
repose” to “come, let’s laugh til our hearts split open.” Blending the comic
with the tragic, Haltmaier explores the “wreckage” of a relationship with
the same clear eye as her poems about family life, its joys and sorrows, and
about a natural world in which she assumes the power to “roll up the sky,”
transporting it and her reader to a new and better place.
—Claire Keyes, author of What Diamonds Can Do
Linda Flaherty Haltmaier is an award-winning
writer of poetry and screenplays. She was named winner
of the 2015 Homebound Publications Poetry Prize
and her collection, Rolling up the Sky is forthcoming in
April 2016. Her debut collection of poems, Catch and
Release, was published by Finishing Line Press in 2015.
Her poems have appeared in journals and anthologies
including Canopic Jar, Mad Swirl, Poeming Pigeon,
and more. A Harvard graduate, Linda lives on Boston’s
North Shore with her husband and daughter.
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